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In the past twenty years, plenty of Mechanisms on radiative capture reaction
has been proposed and studied ' . Essentially, the mechanisms can be divided
Into two categories, naaely coapound nucleus (CN) and nonatatistieal processes.
In the resonance regions, one usually studies energy-averaged capture cross
sections. The nonstatistlcal processes refer to the dlreot-seaidireot oapture
(DSD), radiative capture in the coapound elastic and inelastic channels (RCCEC
and RCCIBCr. There are normally two approaches to test the aeohanisas. One
1» to identify the characteristics of the aeohanisa studied, such as the
correlation effects. The other is to investigate the energy dependence and
relative importance of the contribution to the cross section f roa each aecha-
nlsa, and to aake a comparison with measured data.

This contribution presents an example of such crucial test, Ca(n,y )
reaotlon in the neutron energy range 2-15 MeV. Ca-40 Is a double magic nucllde.
The levels near the ground state In Ca-41 show rather large (d,p) speotrosoopio
factors, thus It is expected that the nonstatlstioal effects should be promi-
nent. In addition, the experimental data on this reaction are quite ample to
make a detailed comparison reliable. In the previous^published calculations,
lnoluding only CN and DSD contributions, a noticeable disagreement in the left
side of the GDR region existed all along.
Fig. M a ) and Kb) display our results taking all the mentioned processes

(CN, DSD, RCCEC and RCCIEC) into account. Fi«. 1(a) Is for transitions to the
ground state (n,ir. ), whereas fig. Kb) is for transitions to the levels within
the energy interval 1.9-2.7MeV (n,>, ). The measured data ere taken from 4).

It can be seen that:
1. The RCCEC process is important for (n,y, ) reaotlon as En< 3MeV.
2. The RCCIEC process is not negligible for (n,T.) reaotlon when 3MsV< E< 5 MeV.
3. In the energy region 3-10 MeV, both CN and DSD play important roles.
4. As En> 10 MeV, the DSD process is the dominant one.

40
iry, it is possible to fit the Ca(n,V ) data in the energy range fromIn an

2 to 15 MeV, Provided the CN, DSD, RCCEC and RCCIEC processes are all taken
into account. Each process may play a noticeable role in a limited region.
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